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Ministry of Design 
creates a new lifestyle 
destination with design, 
but also vision and 
narrative.

Space
Hospitality

boutique  
mansion
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It uSed to be that boutIque hotelS were not 

just fashionable addresses to roost at, but also a surprise to look forward 
to: the boutique hotel experience, often contributed by a distinctive 
design vision, would be one that is unique enough to impress even 

the most jaded of frequent travellers – if not especially this group. With the 
success and subsequent mushrooming of the concept, though, an original idea 
has become rather formulaic; hotels purporting to deliver “unique”, “designed” 
experiences are a dime a dozen. Colin Seah, design director of Ministry of 
Design, understands how few boutique concepts today truly exhilarate.

Referencing original boutique hoteliers such as Ian Schrager, Seah, 
who’s created some iconic design hotels (including The Club and the New 
Majestic Hotel) in his home country of Singapore himself, says: “Unlike the 
pioneering ones, the concepts behind the current crop are paper-thin. They 
think if they threw in an Egg chair, a rip-off from a China repro furniture 
store, or if they are small, they are boutique, but they’re conceptually not 
driven by any narrative or vision.” 

There was not a chance his latest project, the Macalister Mansion in 
Penang, Malaysia, would fall into this unfortunate heap. 

“THis is noT a HoTel  
as mucH as iT is a  

privaTe House; iT is 
macalisTer’s own Home,  

and iT would be as  
if You were TransporTed 

back in Time”

Space
Hospitality

ManSIon 
welcoMe: 
The colonnade-
inspired Macalister 
Mansion logo floats 
above hedges in front 
of the historic mansion 

plaY outSIde: 
A pool and pool bar, 
as well as outdoor 
dining lay out 
across the generous 
grounds fronting  
the mansion
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Mod checK In : 
Flanked by original 
mansion brick 
walls, a stylish 
copper counter bar 
takes centerstage at 
the reception

Macalister Mansion, located in a 100-year-old 
colonial building within Georgetown, is designed and 
branded as a lifestyle-oriented “residence” and Seah 
details this concept meticulously, looking into the 
entire experience through interior design, building 
conservation and landscaping, as well as art, fashion 
(he had a hand in the design of the staff uniform), and 
branding that specifies even the design of coasters and 
mineral water bottle label.

“Context played a huge role in generating the 
design,” shares Seah of his creative process. “Before 
even spatial design was considered we needed to 
understand what the identity of this new lifestyle 
establishment was going to be, what the demographic 
was going to be, where it will position itself in terms of 
all of Penang’s architecture and design.”

With the property being along Macalister Road, 
and having clear references to colonial architectural 
heritage, Seah thought it appropriate to contrast it to 

InterIor 
landScape: 
Pastel sculptures 
and a fantastic 
centerpiece tree 
complete the 
whimsical setting  
of the formal  
Dining Room

“conTeXT 
plaYed a  

Huge role in 
generaTing 
THe design”
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The mansion proper holds a collection of eight rooms and four main F&B venues. 
Private guest rooms are generous in size and all bespoke, while common venues are 
conceptualised as rooms found within an actual residence – including The Dining Room 
(a formal dining restaurant sitting in marquee-topped courtyard), The Den (an intimately 
scaled whisky and cigar bar), Bagan Bar (a reincarnation of the original Bagan Bar opened 
by the owner a few years ago), and The Living Room (a casual dining space serving 
classic Penang cuisine with a twist) – each with a distinct mood and feel. 

Macalister Mansion is the pilot project of Heritage Redefined, an initiative 
spearheaded by the property’s owner Dato’ Sean H’ng (a well known corporate figure 
and restaurateur in the Penang F&B scene) to demonstrate how the old colonial 
buildings that Penang has can be regenerated into useful, practical, contemporary 
spaces. 

It follows that the property, while preserving key heritage elements, should also 
bear a level of contemporary sensitivity for the modern traveller. To this end, Seah 
has achieved a comfortable blend of old and new, and this not just merely through 

colour 
coded: 

Bagan Bar is 
intimate with a 
touch of daring 

with its bold 
palette of red  

and black

raISe the bar: 
In The Den, a 
whisky and cigar 
bar, a striking 
display of mosaic 
floor tiling 
leaves a strong 
impression

better than new: 
Original filigree 

window grilles and 
decorative tiles were 

retained in The 
Living Room

“before even spaTial design was  
considered we needed To 

undersTand wHaT THe idenTiTY  
of THis new lifesTYle esTablisHmenT 

was going To be“

all of Penang’s other historic B&Bs and boutique hotels,  
which he observed were all “very Peranakan and in the 
Chinatown shophouses”. 

“The essential difference between this hotel and the 
others is that it is thought of as a small-scale home of this 
pseudo-fictitious historical character that is Colonel Norman 
Macalister, the former British Governor of Penang. This is 
not a hotel as much as it is a private house; it is Macalister’s 
own home, and it would be as if you were transported back 
in time,” Seah promises.

The experience starts with a dramatic arrival. From the 
road, the Macalister Mansion logo (a double M designed 
to resemble a series of architectural colonnades) is seen 
“floating above original wrought-iron gate and fence, 
with the elegant mansion in the distance,” writes Seah in 
his design statement, penned more like a poetic narrative 
than a press statement. It follows that a long, hedge-lined 
driveway, with a 2.5m fractal bust of Macalister, transports 
and welcomes guests ceremonially to the mansion. 

Space
Hospitality
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1 Drop Off

2 Reception

3 To Guestroom

4 Dining Room

5 The Den

6 Bagan Bar

7 Living Room

8 Living Room (Alfresco) 

9 Hotel Guest Lounge

10. Bridal Suite

11–17. Standard Guestroom

18. L1 Lobby

19. Corridor

20. Housekeeping Store

First Storey Plan

Ground Floor Plan

one oF a KInd: 
Each of the eight 
guestrooms is appointed 
according to room 
proportion and layout

preserving original architectural window grilles or tiles and 
fitting the rooms out to five-star standard (as was done) but also 
through creating memorable moments – whether by having 
site-specific in-room artwork that cleverly weave in stories or 
history, or by juxtaposing a modern check-in bar (complete 
with video art and indie electronic music in background) with 
a precedent experience of coming under a turquoise, scalloped 
canopy and through a pair of restored ornate wooden double-
leaf doorway.

Seah’s signature whimsy and wit, a treatment he gave 
The Club in the form of Sir Stamford Raffles statue with 
his head in the clouds, also found expression throughout the 
otherwise solemn building. Apart from the strong interior 
design direction of each room, design decisions that reference 
Penang’s postcolonial condition pepper the property. 

One interesting instance is seen in introduction of a white 
canon and cannonballs at the pool lounge area – a tongue-in-
cheek reference to the story of how Norman Macalister once 
incentivised local islands to aid in the clearing of a forested 
land by firing gold coins into the forest. “It’s a legend and it’s 
history,” Seah relates of this tale without making so much 
as a distinction between fact and fiction – perhaps partly 
because, as in a boutique hotel experience, what matters is 
an indulgent narrative, or an impression that sticks.  
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the art oF: 
Specially commissioned 

artwork give each room its 
own art and twist

the tIle pIcture: 
Guests luxuriate in ensuite 
bathrooms wrapped in 
silver-white, filigree-
inspired mosaic tiling 
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Architect ministry of design

Project Team colin seah, kevin leong, angie ng, 

charissa Ho, ron sim, anita shewchuk, Tulsi grover, aliza suarez, 

Joshua chong, Joanne pang, Joyce low

Main Contractor lde aluminium industries sdn bhd

Civil and Structural Engineering Firm 

Jnk consultant sdn bhd

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Firm 

a.g. konsult sdn bhd

Submissions Architect east design architect sdn bhd

Time to Complete 12 months

Total Floor Area 1700 sqm (built in gfa), 4,700 sqm (land 

area)

Ministry Of Design 

(65) 6222 5780 modonline.com

Furniture at reception, matiazzi ‘she said’ barstool and scp 

‘calvo’ Table from pomelo Home. carl Hansen ‘cH25’ easy 

chair from space furniture. in living room, matiazzi ‘osso’ 

chair from pomelo Home, artek ‘mademoiselle’ lounge chair 

from style:nordic, Ziru ‘vik’ low armchair from foundry store. 

customized made 2-seater sofa and armchair from danovel. pool 

Table from centrum. antique mirrors from paris Home. in The 

den, swedese ‘cartoon’ easy chair and artek ‘domus’ chair from 

style:nordic, piet boon ‘sam’ chair from dream interiors. in bagan 

bar, offeccT ‘pal’ easy chair from style:nordic, ‘onda’ barstool 

from stylecraft (singapore), Ziru ‘nord’ lounge and Ziru ‘fila’ stool 

bina warehouse binawarehouse.com centrum (65) 6224 5888 centrumbilliard.com classic decoration (60) 4 2294 718 classicdecoration.com danovel (65) 6235 5020 danovel.com dream interiors (65) 6235 0220  

dream-int.com esH landscaping 60 (4) 227 8268 fost gallery (65) 6694 3080 fostgallery.com foundry store (65) 6339 6381 foundry-store.com gentle built (60) 3 6141 4808 lde aluminium industries (60) 4656 6299 lde.

com.my linshen enterprise 60 (1) 2408 2020 marquis furniture gallery (65) 6383 0119 marquis.com.sg niche modern nichemodern.com nippon paint nipponpaint.com paris Home (65) 6440 3140 couturefurniture.sg 

pomelo Home (65) 6226 4663 pomelo.com.sg sander mulder (31) (0)40 21 22 900 sandermulder.com sculptureatwork (60) 3 2283 6936 sculptureatwork.com seletti seletti.it shanghai sing meeco.(m) (60) 4 537 1711 

space furniture (65) 6415 0000 spacefurniture.com.sg style:nordic (65) 6423 1373 stylenordic.com stylecraft (singapore) (65) 6511 9328 stylecraft.asia supershine floral & garden supplies (65) 6757 5828 Taksu gallery 

(60) 3 4251 4396 taksu.com Timber wolf (m)(60) 3 7831 3972 Timeless design (60) 3 4045 2211 timelessdesign.com.my valentine willie gallery singapore (65) 8133 1760 vwfa.net valeshade (60) 4 262 0855 wan Tai & 

co (pte) ltd (65) 6546 5900 wantai.com

MacalISter ManSIon

from foundry store. in dining room, antique mirrors from paris 

Home. at Hotel guest lounge, established & sons ‘Torch’ lights 

from pomelo Home. at The lawn, emu ‘vera’ sun lounger, 

emu ‘sHade’ parasol, emu ‘Heaven’ chair, emu ‘Heaven 

d.80’ round Table, emu ‘ivY 586’ sofa, emu ‘ivY 585’ armchair, 

emu ‘ivY 595’ pouffe/luminescent Table, all from marquis 

furniture gallery. in guestrooms, maxalto ‘febo’ armchair, b&b 

italia ‘awa’ coffee Table; b&b italia ‘fat fat’ small Table, all from 

space furniture. Ziru ‘nord p’ chair, Ziru ‘nord l’ chair, all from 

foundry store. artek ‘mademoiselle’ lounge chair, swedese 

‘cruiser’ easy chair, swedese ‘cruiser’ stool, all from style:nordic. 

stacked bowls/plates and ‘versailles fluò’ accessories ‘Trash chic’ 

from seletti.

Lighting in living room, ceiling lamp a330s ‘golden bell’ from 

style:nordic. in dining room, niche modern pendant lights from 

niche modern. in bagan bar, northern lighting ‘moo’ wall light 

from style:nordic. at pool bar, &Tradition ‘bulb sr1’ and ‘mega 

bulb sr2’ pendent light from foundry store. in guestrooms, flos 

‘ktribe T2’ Table lamp, kartell ‘cindy’ Table lamp, moooi ‘light 

shade’, moooi ‘Heracleum’ Hanging light, flos ‘miss k’ Table 

lamp, flos ‘ktribe T1’ Table lamp, louis poulsen ‘oJ’ Table lamp, 

all from space furniture. at guestroom lobby and in guestrooms, 

‘Therese’ chandeliers from sander mulder. 

Finishes generally Throughout, paint from nippon paint. in all 

f&b, stone flooring from lde aluminium industries. at all outdoor 

areas, plants from esH landscaping. at reception counter, 

bagan bar counter, entrance portal, metal from lde aluminium 

industries. in The den, mosaic flooring by lde aluminium 

industries. in dining room, solid surface from gentle built. outdoor 

flooring from shanghai sing meeco.(m). in guestrooms, Timber 

flooring from Timber wolf (m), carpet from classic decoration. at 

guestroom corridors, carpet from classic decoration.

Fixed & Fitted in dining room, marquee from valeshade. 

sculpture Tree and Hanging plants from supershine floral & 

garden supplies. in all f&bs, wooden Handles from linshen 

enterprise. in all toilets, wc, basin and Toilet accessories from 

bina warehouse. Zucchetti taps are from wan Tai & co (pte) ltd. 

in guestroom lobby and guestrooms, continue Time clock from 

sander mulder.

Artwork at driveway, macalister faceted Head by ministry of 

design, fabricated by sculptureatwork. at reception, ‘fragment’ 

by mansor ramli, via Taksu gallery malaysia. in dining room 

and courtyard, animal sculptures by ministry of design, 

fabricated by sculptureatwork. ‘penang scenes’ by Thomas 

powell. ‘leaf’ photography by Howard Tan, studio Howard. in 

living room, illustrations by low chee peng, renny cheng, and 

Tan kai sheuan. in room 1, ‘sonnet’ by aaron lee. in room 

2, ‘The eagle’ by Howard Tan, studio Howard. in room 3, 

‘macalister’s charm’ by lee meiling. in room 4, ‘wire illustration’ 

by low chee peng. in room 5, ‘mixed media’ by ashley Yeo, via 

fost gallery, singapore. in room 6, ‘sailing the celestial sea’ by 

albert Yonathan, via valentine willie gallery singapore. in room 

7, ‘Tartan cube’ by grace Tan, kwodrent. in room 8, painting by 

Thomas powell.
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